
 

                        NEWSLETTER JULY 2017 
 
Welcome back after the long summer break!  
 
July continued to be the perfect month for futuristic and 
divergent thinking as preparations began for a diverse 
spectrum of scholastic and co-scholastic activities. Accolades 
and applause continued to flow! 
 
 

WORLD SCHOLARS CUP (WSC)- GLOBAL ROUND AT 
HANOI 
 
Four teams(Senior ) went to participate in the Global Round of WSC at 
Hanoi from 25 June, 2017 to 2 July, 2017. The students actively 
participated in all the four events namely, Scholar's Bowl, Team Debate, 
Collaborative Writing and Scholar's Challenge and won medals in 
different categories.  
 
The four teams were as follows- 
 
Team 1- Akshat Singh, Mahak Kathpalia and Aarush Arora  
Team 2- Jahanvi Narwal, Harshda Ghai and Vatsala Arora  
Team 3- Aayush Holkar, Joohee Lee and Aneesh Arora  
Team 4- Trisha Chatterjee, Isha Arora and Shreya Jain 
 
Vatsala Arora and Isha Arora showcased their talent in the Scholar's 
Show by singing a song and giving a classical dance performance 
respectively. The Suncitizens  also put up a stall at the Scholar's Fair 
highlighting the culture and traditions of India. 
 
Accolades: 
1. Individual champions in debate- 
Gold medal- Mahak Kathpalia 
Silver medal - Shreya Jain, Harshda Ghai and Akshat Singh  
2. Individual recognition for collaborative writing- Silver medal- 
Harshda  Ghai, Shreya Jain, Jahanvi Narwal and Joohee Lee 
3. Scholars Challenge 



Silver medal in History- Isha Arora 
Gold medal in History - Harshda Ghai, Aayush Holkar and Akshat 
Singh  
Gold medal in Literature- Isha Arora  
Gold medal in Science- Isha Arora 
4. Top debate teams- 
Silver medal - Akshat Singh, Mahak Kathpalia and Aarush Arora 
5. Team achievements in collaborative writing  
Silver medal- Vatsala Arora, Jahanvi Narwal, Harshda Ghai, Isha 
Arora and Shreya Jain 
 
6. School top scholar- Isha Arora 
7. DaVinci Scholar 
Silver medal- Aneesh Arora 
8. Special Achievement- Two of our teams qualified for the finale round 
to be held at Yales University in November. 
Team 1- Jahanvi Narwal, Harshda Ghai and Vatsala Arora  
Team 2- Akshat Singh, MahakKathpalia and Aarush Arora 
 
It was an enriching and a global learning experience for the students 
who got an opportunity to interact and compete with more than 2500 
scholars across 40 countries. 

 

IGCSE-IBDP  ORIENTATION 

An orientation was conducted for parents of Classes VIII, IX and X, on 15 

July 2017. The presentation was mostly given to make them aware of 

IGCSE-IBDP programme running in the school, keeping focus on the 

strengths of the curricula, teacher resource, class room interactions and 

infrastructure.  

JAMBOREE  
 

The Career Counselling Cell of our school, 
organised an informative session for students 
of Grades X-XII on taking SAT and applying to 
US colleges. The session was conducted by 
representatives from Jamboree. The session 
provided valuable information about what to 
keep in mind while selecting courses and 
colleges. It also provided a clear timeline of 



events that students need to keep in mind 
while taking the SAT and applying abroad. 
Sample questions from the SAT paper along 
with useful tips to crack the answers were also 
provided to the very engaged audience. 
 

 

 

I- SMART SESSIONS FOR GRADE VII 

All the students of Grade VII  had their third I- Smart session on 14 July 

2017. The session was conducted simultaneously in two classrooms by two 

separate resource persons in each room.  

The students learnt about ‘Self Esteem’ through stories, activities and 

puzzles. Overall it was an enriching session for the students. 

PRINCIPAL’S VISIT TO LOXFORD SCHOOL, ILFORD, 

LONDON 

 The ISA- International school Awards from British Council had us 

connect with our partner school in London- Loxford School of Science 

and Technology, Ilford. We were already doing an exchange programme 

with Lyon, France and then because of ISA, we connected with Loxford 

School. The school did various activities with Suncity School besides 

SKYPE sessions.  

At the end of 2016, Loxford School visited us in Gurgaon. They left an 

invitation for our Principal, Mrs. Rupa Chakravarty, to visit the school 

in London which she did on 18th of July, 2017. The visit was surely was 

an experience to reckon with. The general warmth and sincerity of 

purpose was astounding as she reached the school. They were focused on 

taking this to its rightful fruition. The Principal, Anita Johnson was 

very different in her approach but warm in her welcoming.  

Louise, the librarian and Mr. Agnelo Mendonca, the International 

Coordinator, took her for a tour of the campus. The Photography and 

Art Department were par excellence so was the Design and Technology 



Department besides the Fashion Designing one. The school was a point 

for learning. 

She attended two assemblies -Primary and Senior, that were very heart- 

warming. There were some unique features like poetry reading by 

students of Primary, that were written for Suncity. The Senior Assembly 

had organised a year ending prize giving ceremony. The names were up 

on the screen, besides small quizzes on 

screen to guess who was going to win the 

top prizes like best class and best student 

and so on. Some of their features were 

very unique.  She underwent an 

interview conducted by the 

International Student Council.  

She also signed the MoU-

Memorandum of understanding for 

exchange programmes between our 

schools. Ms. Anita Johnson, their 

Head Teacher will be visiting us in 

October. 



It was an absolute pleasure visiting Loxford school. We look forward to a 

long fruitful relationship for the learning and welfare of our students 

and to help them take their rightful place in the globalised educational 

scenario. 

PAINT TO PIXEL: VISUAL ARTS AND ICT WEEK 
 
 ‘Paint to Pixel’, our Visual Art and ICT Week embraced divergent, 
futuristic thinking with full enthusiasm. The week was a showcase of 
inter-disciplinary integration, which took 

the form of 
elaborate 
displays, 
educative, 
informative 
and 
entertaining 
special assemblies, thematic grade specific 

activities and exciting outings. We inaugurated the week with a 
memento of a pixelated painting of our Principal. The name, Paint to 
Pixel, indicates the confluence of creative and technological elements.  
 

The special assemblies and activities 
were evidence of creative solutions 
through technology. Students 
showcased their achievements where 
art and technology collaborated. 

Predictions for the future were presented  
through the lens of this generation, with a word of 
caution about the need to preserve and conserve our 
planet’s resources. An entertaining skit about art 
auction regaled the audience, while also educating them 
about the value of art work and the artists themselves. 
Videos and PPTs of the displays were presented. It was 
also the stage for all the grades to showcase their 
activities for the week in videos and PPTs 

 
The week culminated with the 
Saturday outing to Sanskriti, 
Anandgram, for Grades I-V  where artworks 
from across the country were exhibited. Grade 
II visited the  ‘Robogenius Academy’ and 



Grades VI and above visited ‘Drifting 
Canvas’, a 
multimedia 
showcase 
exhibition  at 
Saket. The 
paintings of  
Great 
Masters of 
art including 
Vincent Van 

Gogh, Wassily Kandinsky, Georges Seurat, 
among others, 
were digitally 
projected using 
multimedia. 
Students really 
enjoyed 
watching the 
paintings 
literally come 
alive in this 

interesting trip that showed the collaborative 
possibilities of art and ICT.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 



 
 

FORTIS PRO-SOCIAL PEER MODERATOR PROGRAMME 

Four students attended the Fortis Pro-Social Peer Moderator Program 

on “Risk Behavior Management”. It was an interactive and 

participatory program to teach the students what can be the major risk 

taking behaviors engaged in by them. It was held at the Fortis Memorial 

Hospital, Gurgaon on 21 July 2017.  

Ms Geetika and Ms Chitwan, Psychologists at the Fortis Hospital, 

conducted the workshop. The students had a discussion on what are the 

major risk taking behaviors like bunking lessons, making friends online 

and agreeing to meet people whom they had met on the net, drinking 

alcohol and other drugs etc. 

HINDI POETRY RECITATION  AND SPEECH 
COMPETITION 
 
Twenty one schools participated at the Poetry Recitation  and Speech 
Event that was held at S.D ublic School on 22 July 2017. Arush Lall of 
Grade VII participated at the event. 
 

SPECIAL LITERACY PROJECT: 

Anmol Dhingra of  Grade IVA and Arnav 

Garg of Grade 

IVF took up a 

special literacy 

program to help 

the ‘Arpan’ 

students. They 

are conducting 

weekly sessions 

to enhance their numerical, general 

awareness and literary skills. Anmol 

Dhingra used the prize money that he had won for promoting Aadhar 

Cards to buy stationary and books for the students. He had participated 



in an All-India Video Making Event for  the same and was one of the 

seventy winners. 

 

MOVIE REVIEW : GRADES XI-XII 
 
Grades XI and XII, Humanities stream, went for a movie on 28 July, as 
part of their Political Science activity. They watched the film ‘Indu 
Sarkar’ which deals with the Emergency period. Concepts covered in the 
film ranged from suspension of Fundamental Rights during the 
imposition of Emergency to the power of the  Executive during this 
period. It also asked the very pertinent question whether being anti-
government makes one anti-national as well.  
 
The movie left a deep mark on the students. They were full of questions 
at the time of interval and after the movie concluded their comments 
and critique of the film were full of remarkable insight. They shared 
their reflections of the movie later. 
 

GUEST LECTURES BY PARENTS: 

GRADE IV 

Parents were invited to hold sessions to 

talk about coastal plains, southern 

plateau and the states related to it. They 

explained about their culture, food items, 

dress and monuments etc.    

CAREERS OF THE FUTURE-TOWN HALL SESSION  BY 

AUSTARALIAN  GOVERNMENT 

 
Students of Grade XI attended a Town 
Hall Session organised by the Australian 
Government, Department of Education 
and Training in collaboration with Shiv 
Nadar School, Gurgaon. This was part of 
Australian Foreign Minister Ms Julie 
Bishop's visit to India.  Ms. Bishop, an 



extremely articulate and engaging speaker, talked about 'Careers of the 
Future’ and the skills that she believed will be needed in the 
future. It was heartening to note that that the skills she talked about, 
namely, Curiosity, Communication and Leadership, form the corner 
stone of our school's ethos. She also talked about the role of higher 
education in enabling students to be career ready. After her talk there 
was an interactive session moderated by NDTV senior anchor, Natasha 
Jog, where Shriya Nayyar, the Head Girl of our school was the 
first student to pose a question to Ms. Bishop.  
The event will be broadcast on NDTV. 
 
 
 

MATHS WORKSHOP FOR GRADE VII 
 
‘HOW TO BE A MATHEMAGICIAN ‘ was the Maths Workshop 
conducted  by  Aditi Singhal and  Sudhir Singhal, founders of Dynamic 
Minds Group, Mathematics educators, international memory trainers, 
authors and motivational speakers. They have to their credit the 
Guinness World Record for teaching the largest maths class.  He 
workshop was facilitated by Penguin Publishers. 
 
In the first part of the workshop, Aditi Singhal  showed  them a 
technique to  memorize numbers and  formulae . In the second part of 
the workshop  
Sudhir Singhal, first showed some magic in Maths and then in an 
interactive way, explained the logic behind those magic tricks. 
 
The students were engaged throughout the session. They learnt and also 
enjoyed themselves. The workshop was free but they had brought a few 
copies of their books 
1 Memorise anything 
2.How to be a  mathemagician 
 
The books were made available to students and they could pay for them 
on Monday. 
 

 
 
 
 



NEWS FROM THE TINYTOT LAND 
 

COMPETITIONS AND FIELD TRIPS 
 

To enhance their creativity, vision and 

fine motor skills, Elementary Years 

Programme organized a Visual-Spatial 

Competition, ‘Aqua Marina’  and ‘Nesting 

Lodge‘ competitionsThe Inter-Class Event 

was held 21July 2017.The children created 

an underwater scene using different types 

of stickers, cut-outs of sea creatures, shells, 

corals etc. They participated with great 

zeal and enthusiasm in the competition 

and presented beautiful art work depicting life under water. 

 

A Naturalistic Competition, ‘Nesting Lodge’ was organized for the 

students of Nursery. The Inter-Class Event was held on the same 

date.Children created beautiful houses for birds using empty boxes, twigs, 

pebbles, rope, ice-cream sticks, paper flowers etc.  The effort put in by the 

little ones was commendable. 

An Intra and Inter-Class Logical Competition was held for Kindergarten 

children. Children exhibited their logical skills by making a 3D robot 

using different shapes and material. A few of them showcased their 

creativity by creating interesting models of musical and solar robot. 

Their efforts were praise worthy. 

An outing was organized to ‘Kingdom of Dreams’ 

for the children of Pre-nursery and Nursery on 26 

July 2017. 

They enjoyed watching a 5D movie with their 

friends and spent a great time playing in the sand 

pit. They relished the snacks served to them and 

were delighted to see the magic show. They got an 



opportunity to witness and explore the varied architectural styles of 14 

states of India.  

 

 

The students of Kindergarten visited Aeroplanet in Dwarka on  27 July 

2017. 

The trip comprised of boarding the Aircraft, an Airbus – A300, safety 

demonstration for use of oxygen mask, life jacket and safety belt etc., 

visit to the cockpit and refreshment services by Airhostess. Students 

were shown the airlines flights schedule, how to handle their airline 

ticket, hand over a boarding pass, check – in baggage, get tags, get 

immigration and security check done, collect check- in baggage on 

arrival. 

Besides the air-craft specific activities, children enjoyed music and 

trampoline jumping under the same roof. It was a day full of fun and 

excitement for the little ones. 

 

 

SPECTACULAR SPORTS 
 
INTER-SCHOOL BASKETBALL MATCH 
 

Our school participated in the Inter-
School Basketball Tournament and the 
matches were held at Ardee School and 
Scottish High International School held 
on 14-15 July, 2017. The matches were 
played between the three schools. 

The players played brilliantly 
and exhibited excellent game 
techniques. We won with huge 



margin of 16-2, 18-0 and 14-0 on 14th July, 2017 and with a margin of 24-14 
on 15th July, 2017. 

   
  

 

WINNERS OF LAWN TENNIS SUPER SERIES  

Param Pratap Singh of  GradeVIID and 

Pranav Taneja of  Grade VI A won the 

Lawn Tennis Super Series Tournament 

held this month. They displayed 

exceptional performances and clinched 

the tournament. 

 

 

 

SOCCER SUBROTO CUP TOURNAMENT 

Our soccer players participated in the 

U-14 Boys, U-17 Girls and U-17 Boys 

category in the Subroto Cup 

Tournament that was held at Fast 

Football Academy on 19-20July 2017. 

They played matches against several 

schools 

like 

Government School Choma, Amity  School  

and  

Air force School.   

They played extremely well and 

benefitted greatly from the 



experience. 

Our U-14 Boys team won the first match against Amity  School and they 

played second match with Heritage School. 

 

  BASKETBALL AND LAWN TENNIS FRIENDLY 

MATCHES  

Our basketball players, U-17 boys and 

girls played a friendly match against 

Heritage School on 22July, 2017. They 

performed brilliantly and won the 

match. 

Our budding Lawn Tennis champions 

played the U-14 friendly matches 

against Scottish High School at Gurugram International Tennis 

Academy, Golf course extension road on 22 July, 2017.They played 23 

matches and made a clean sweep by winning all the matches. 

 These friendly matches are played with the futuristic vision of excelling 

in competitive matches.  

 

 

OPEN DISTRICT BADMINTON 
TOURNAMENT 
Our aspiring badminton champions participated in 
the Open District Badminton Championship held at 
Spuddy Badminton Academy Sec-48 on 21-23 July 2017. 
Our students played 
matches against 
Pathways, Amity, 
Shikshantar, Shiv Nadar  
Schools in U-13 (Girls & 
Boys), U-15 (Girls & Boys) 
U-17 (Girls & Boys) 

categories. Aryaman Tanwar of Grade VI 



bagged Gold in doubles, Vidushi Jaidka of Grade VII bagged Silver in 
singles & Ananya Singh of 
Grade VIII bagged Silver in 
Doubles.  
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 

Xth  INTER HOUSE CHESS TOURNAMENT 

The 10th Inter House Chess Tournament was held in the school 
auditorium on 21 July 2017. It was held at four levels- Under-12 Boys, 
Under-15 Boys, Under-17 Boys & Under-12 Girls. 

THE RESULTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: - 

S.NO  NAME  CLASS  HOUSE  POSITION  

UNDER-12 BOYS  

1.  RONAN  MADAN 6 A PACIFIC 

HOUSE  

WINNER  

2.  SATYA NARANG  IV B PACIFIC 

HOUSE 

WINNER  

UNDER-15 BOYS  

3.  TRIVIKRAM  

GUPTA 

8 B ARCTIC 

HOUSE 

RUNNER-

UP 

4.  ADITYA  JAIN 8 B INDIAN 

HOUSE 

WINNER  



UNDER-17 BOYS 

5.  SAKSHAM  JAIN 9 C PACIFIC 

HOUSE 

WINNER  

6.  AMITESH KUMAR 

DWIVEDI 

11 A INDIAN 

HOUSE 

RUNNER-

UP 

UNDER-12 GIRLS  

7.  SHRIYA  SONI 7 D PACIFIC 

HOUSE  

WINNER 

8.  MANAVI  NAKRA 6 A PACIFIC 

HOUSE 

RUNNER-

UP 

                                                                   

Pacific house was declared as the winner house. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

INTER -SCHOOL TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT  

Our table tennis players 

participated in the Inter-

School Table Tennis 

Championship U-8 & U-10 

category at Ardee School on 26 

July 2017.  

They played matches against 

Manav Rachana School, 

Shikshantar School and Aardee School. Sanjana Verma of Grade IV A & 

Yeshita Sahai of Grade V A won the bronze medals. 

INTER -SCHOOL  SWIMMING COMPETITION   

Ten students (Sahil Sonarghare (IXB), Kritika Mann (X B), Arnav Arora 

(VIII D), Hriday Kabir (V G), Shubhi 

Tewari (VIII F), Vanya Duggal (VIII 

F), Sia Prathambir (IX B), Veera 

Prathambir (IV G), Arush Lall (VII C) 

and Arnav Gulati (VI C) participated 

in the Inter-School Swimming 

Competition held at Manav Rachna 

School from 26-29 July 2017.  

They did us proud by bagging 6 Gold, 3 silver and a bronze. The results 

were as follows.  

VEERA 

PRATHAMBIR 

IV G 3 Gold 

SIA 

PRATHAMBIR 

IX B Gold and Silver 

ARNAV 

GULATI 

VI C Silver and 

Bronze 

KRITIKA 

MANN 

X B 2 Gold & Silver 

 



STATE LEVEL CHESS TOURNAMENT  

 

Tanisha Kotia of Grade IX C and Riddhika Kotia of 
Grade IV participated in State Level Chess 
Championship held at Bahadurgarh on 29-30 July 2017 
in under 15 category.  
 
Tanishka  scored 7 out of 7 points and bagged the first 
place while Riddhika Kotia got the twelfth position in 
same category. 
 
 

 
  

SUNCITY BUZZ MAKING NEWS 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 



 

CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

PRINCIPAL’S VISIT 

Australia Visit- Austrade 22-26 May 2017 

The Australian Government-Trade and Investment Commission invited 

Mrs Chakravarty to Australia under the aegis of Austrade which was a 

congregation of three study groups sponsoring the tour to Australia- 

Study Perth, Trade and investment Queensland -TQI and Northern 

Territory Study-NT Study. It was a very fruitful experience with an in-

depth study of universities at Brisbane, Perth, Melbourne, Darwin and 

Southern Cross 

 

 

S.NO DATE WORKSHOP VENUE/ 
ORGANISERS 

FACULTY 

1. 1 June  Gurgaon Environment 
Conclave 

Palms 
Country Club 

 Vidhi 
Chahal 

2. 2-5 
June 

Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology 
Summer School 

Jayee Manor 
Mussoorie 

Divya Jain 

3. 8 June Mind Training 
Workshop 

Suncity 
School 

Taruni Soin 

4. 11 July Flipogram-Digital 
Marketing 

 Ema Satija 
Soma Dam 

5. 12 July Mindsmart Workshop National 
Science 
Centre 

Tanya 
Arora 

6. 15 July Turning Library into 
resource centre 

Niti Aayog Arana 
Gupta 
Shubinder 
Kaur 

7. 18 July Building Frameworks 
from Sustainable 
Education 

Artemis 
Hospital 

Ruchika 
Sharma 
Shilpa 
Suchdev 



 
 

 

Amidst the sparkling sunny days infringed with July 
showers, the school marched ahead with patriotic 
fervor into the month of August! Keep the flag and 
banner flying high, Suncitizens! 

Vivek 
Mandal 
Astha 
Sachdeva 
 

8. 15 July  Professional Enrichment 
Programme 

India Islamic 
Cultural 
Centre 

Smriti Rathi 

9. 27 July Inclusive Education Inclusive 
India 

 

10. 28 July National Summit of 
Principals 

India 
International 
Centre 

Bindu Gera 
Manju 
Batra 

11. 28 July Awareness session on 
secure cyber space 

Ministry of 
Electronics 
and IT 

Manas 
Bagra 
Narinder 
Kaur 

12. 30 July Career Counselling 
Session 

Purdue and 
Washington 
State 
University 

Soma Dam 


